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II am not an animal person. I am

a city girl. I am not crazy about big

dogs, hate squirrels and pigeons,

am petrified of rodents, and never

had the girl-horse thing. I’ve dealt

with many animal anxieties over the

years, but I never thought that I

would be grabbed by a 600-pound

mountain gorilla, literally seized by

the back of my shirt and dragged

several yards out of his way. I

guess my mother is right. It’s the

things you don’t worry about that

actually happen.
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Mountain gorillas are the largest primates on Earth,

and fewer than 100 survive in the wild in Rwanda. They

live in the jungle mountaintops in Parc National des

Volcans (Volcano National Park) in the Ruhengeri Prefecture

in northeastern Rwanda. While a few families do live in the

neighboring hills of Uganda, Rwanda is

home to multiple extended families of

adult male, female, and juvenile gorillas,

and it is the place to see them. These

are Dian Fossey’s gorillas, the ones she

fought the government to protect. Now,

19  years after her death, Dian Fossey 

is a national icon, and the Rwandan 

government protects the health of her

beloved gorillas the way England pro-

tects the crown jewels. 

According to the guidebooks, the

gorillas are Rwanda’s only true tourism draw.

The National Park charges visitors $250 per

person for a day permit to see the gorillas,

and only 32 permits are issued for each

day. Officials want to keep the numbers

down so that they don’t overstress the

animals or expose them unduly to human

diseases. I did the math. That would bring

in only about $2.9 million annually, if

every available permit were used. Not

that much. And that doesn’t account for

the rainy season and the occasional day

off for the gorillas. 

I wanted to see the gorillas. At least I thought I did. My

friend Linda had climbed up to see them two years earlier

and found them fantastic. She’d raved about the Sunday

afternoon behavior of the fathers and mothers lolling about

after eating kilos of leaves and shoots, and the gorilla kids

playing nearby and annoying their napping parents. She said

that it was a wonderful day trip. Easy hiking. She remem-

bered leaving early in the morning and getting back in the

afternoon. She told me that I could wear sneakers. 

driver picks us up at 5 A.M. for the two-hour drive

to Ruhengeri. It’s dark for the first hour or so of the drive—

days and nights are of equal length here at the equator. As

we leave Kigali, starting the climb from the urban landscape

up into the hills, we see a steady stream of people—mostly

women and children—walking single file down the road in the

dark, heading toward town, or just waiting, crouched at the

foot of the hill. They are wrapped in colorful fabrics, babies

on their backs, and turbans on their heads, the colors so

bright they stand out in the predawn dusk. Most of the

women are carrying enormous loads on their heads: burlap

sacks of  potatoes, baskets of tomatoes, and huge bunches of

bananas. The driver explains that these are hill people bring-

ing their goods to market, and the police won’t let them into

town before 6 A.M. “They sometimes have to start walking at 4

to get into the city by 6, and if they get here too early, they

have to wait until the market opens. The police and the army

don’t like to have a lot of people milling around in the city

overnight. After [the Rwandan genocide of] 1994, we don’t like

to have crowds of people in Kigali without enough to do.”

In the van, a huge, green custom-fitted Toyota Land

Cruiser, we doze off. It’s early, and the bump-bump-jounce of

the mountain road is a natural narcotic. At dawn, the driver

pulls over at a glorious valley vista

for breakfast and coffee. His wife has

packed a thermos of hot water, some

Nescafé, powdered milk, bananas, and

fresh bread for us to eat en route.

There are matching china mugs with

blue flowers. (“Know,” the cup reads.

“Know what?” he had asked his wife.

“Know that I love you,” she had

answered that morning in their

kitchen in Kigali.) 

The view of the mountains and

valleys is breathtaking. African morning

has a special light and more shades

of green and red—persimmon,

quince, and burnt umber—than my

mind can identify. And the clouds,

a little threatening this dawn, supply

a purple-blue balance so that the

entire world of color is present in

one eyeful. I don’t even care that

the coffee is instant. It’s hot, and

I am on an adventure.

e can’t

advance more than

five feet at a time,

waiting until Françoise

or one of the guides

has chopped down

enough vines and

bamboo plants. It’s a

straight drop down,

and we are all stum-

bling and slipping on

rocks, mud, and 

vegetation.

Aw
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Louisa Kasdon Sidell ’72 in Parc National des Volcans—before the going got rough.
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T H E  M O U N T A I N  G O R I L L A

Gorilla gorilla beringei

ONLY ABOUT 600 EXIST IN THE WILD, AND NONE LIVE IN CAPTIVITY.

HUNTING, POACHING, NATURAL CHANGES AND DISASTERS, AND POLITICAL INSTABILITY THREATEN THEIR SURVIVAL.

MOUNTAIN GORILLAS WANDER IN A HOME RANGE OF ABOUT 15 SQUARE MILES.

PRIMARILY VEGETARIANS, THEY FEED ON THE ROOTS, SHOOTS, LEAVES, FRUITS, AND BARK OF PLANTS AND TREES.

MALES WEIGH IN THE RANGE OF 450–500 POUNDS, FEMALES IN THE RANGE OF 250–300 POUNDS.

MOUNTAIN GORILLAS LIVE IN EXTENDED FAMILIES OF SIX TO 30 ADULT MALES, FEMALES, AND JUVENILES.

SOURCE: EXPLORING THE ENVIRONMENT/NASA’S CLASSROOM OF THE FUTURE

F A C T F I L E



It takes us another hour to get to the

park. Through scores of scrappy villages, marked

off by three storefront lean-tos selling basic supplies

and bottles of Coca-Cola and Fanta, toddlers holding

babies or playing with sticks in the dirt, and 10-year-old

boys herding cows and goats along the road. And lots of

Seventh Day Adventist churches and schools. 

To get to the Parc National des Volcans, you take a

sharp right turn off the main road in Ruhengeri. Compared to

everything else we have seen in the last hour, Ruhengeri is a

thriving metropolis. A bank, a few real restaurants, and two

small inns (one is called the Gorilla’s Nest), a few roadside

stands selling carved gorilla figurines and other local crafts. 

Françoise will be our guide. According to our driver,

he’s the best. Françoise was Dian Fossey’s guide and has

been a naturalist working with the gorillas for 25 years.

Today he is decked out in his safari jacket, a striped purple

and orange muffler, and a cap. His machete dangles at his

waist; its black plastic handle is well-worn. Françoise mostly

speaks French, but he can cope with basic questions from

English-speaking tourists. (Most of the 2,000 people who

come each year to see the gorillas are Americans who have

seen the movie Gorillas in the Mist.) 

Françoise is leading us on a midlevel-difficulty trek

today. (I am going on a trek in a volcano in Rwanda, and

I am going to see gorillas! I can’t believe how cool I am.)

Of the four groups going out today, our climb is not the

easiest, nor the hardest. Earlier, at the lodge, there was a

gaggle of trekkers with a lot of activity-appropriate safari

clothes and hiking gear. I am relieved that they are not

coming with us. 

It is 7:30 or 8 A.M. when we set out from the lodge to

drive to the foot of the Sabyinyo volcano, where we will trek

up to see the nine-member Sabyinyo gorilla family. Our

group of eight includes my companions—Linda, Mindy, and

Judy—as well as Alex, working here for the World Bank, and

his wife, Ursula, who is game for anything. Alex is 60; Ursula

is 59. He calls her his “trophy wife” since she is so much
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Kasdon Sidell’s trek began 

with a climb through the 

villages and fields of the

Ruhengeri Prefecture.
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younger. The other couple is a German husband and wife in

their late 60s. They worry me a little. He’s not in good shape—

red-faced and rotund—and she hardly seems the athletic

type. But you know German tourists: They travel everywhere

and do everything. They must be hardier than they look. 

We park the van in a clearing at the foot of the volcano.

All around us, the land is in neat furrows, stripes of green

leaves and red volcanic earth. It is terraced, and carefully

planted and tended. Very fecund, as if anything planted

would grow effortlessly. Vegetables and flowers. Lots of Irish

potatoes. Right here, Rwanda looks like Italy’s Umbria, except

for the palm trees.

In addition to Françoise, there are several men who will

come with us. At first I think it is overkill, but when one of them

offers to carry my backpack and camera, I think it’s really good

to have them with us. They are wearing camouflage suits and

have automatic rifles slung over their shoulders. And machetes.

Every man in Rwanda has a machete, as do the adolescents

and the women. To them, living in the bush, it’s as useful as a

Swiss Army knife. To me, it’s a reminder of how more than

800,000 people were hacked to death in 1994. 

The trek begins easily enough. It’s straight uphill

through the fields, and after a few minutes, we do have to

stop to get our breath, but it is easy, safe walking, and the

views are gorgeous and the weather spectacular. There is no

humidity, and it’s around 75 degrees and a little overcast, so

the sun isn’t on us. We walk and talk. One of the guides is

teaching me Kinyarwanda. Now I can say hello, what’s doing,

and good-bye. Almost a whole conversation. 

As we walk up, the bamboo and the vines start getting

thicker. From time to time, Françoise clears an arch with his

machete. But after about a half-hour of walking, the nice,

easy walk on hard-packed red footpath comes to a halt. All

the men are on their walkie-talkies. They are talking to the

trackers who are up in the hills with the gorillas, and there is

bad news. The gorillas have moved. Usually they are right on

the ridge, but now they have gone down into the crater. We

are going down. “No problem,” Françoise says. “It’s not that

difficult.” 

Single file, with the guides holding our

hands, we start to go down. It might not be

difficult for Françoise, who has spent a quarter

of a century bushwhacking through this jungle,

but the rest of us find it very challenging.

We can’t advance more than five feet at a

time, waiting until Françoise or one of the

guides has chopped down enough vines

and bamboo plants to create a tunnel-like

passageway where we can pass, one at a

time. It’s a straight drop down, and we are

all stumbling and slipping on rocks, mud,

and vegetation. 

To try to get purchase, we grasp vines

and bamboo stumps. I’ve given up any

pretense. When I am afraid that I can’t

quite keep my balance, I slide on my bot-

tom or scramble on my knees. Quite a few

times, our young guides have to block our

falls with their bodies, and sometimes they slip, too. We are

secretly happy when they lose their footing; it makes us feel

less like weenies. My new pants—the ones with lots of pockets

and zippers so they can become shorts—are caked with

mud. And my new fancy hiking boots keep coming unlaced.

There’s no place where I can stop to stand long enough to

tie them tight. Is this soft adventure or adventure-adventure? 

We’ve been scrambling and walking into the crater for

about two hours now. We are finally at the bottom. Maybe. The

vegetation of the jungle is so impenetrable that I can’t really see

where we are. More bad news. The gorillas have moved on.

They are now up at the top, on the side of the volcano. We

have to climb up the crater to the slope facing Uganda. 

If I thought that going down into the crater was hard, it

was just because I had no basis for comparison. This is really

tough, and scary. We are crawling up the side of a mountain,

walking on a platform of vines, whacked down by the guys

ahead of us. It’s hard to figure out where to put even one foot

securely so that you can boost yourself up over the next ridge.

We advance very slowly, and very carefully. It’s a long way down,

and when you slip, your fall might or might not be broken by

the bush. And then somebody asks about snakes.

At various points, all of us slip backwards or fall. Our

legs are vibrating from fatigue. It’s the Stairmaster, advanced

program. One guy is holding Judy’s hand full-time; he’s also

ur young

guides have to block

our falls with their

bodies, and some-

times they slip, too.

We are secretly

happy when they

lose their footing; it

makes us feel less

like weenies.

O



suggest that it

would be okay if we

didn’t see the gorillas.

The walk has been

interesting, and the

weather is lovely.

Anyway, I confide, I

am a little afraid of

the gorillas—of all

big animals, really—

and I am not sure

how I feel about

snakes.
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carrying two backpacks and my camera. The trackers have

joined us. It’s almost a one-to-one ratio between guides and

guests. Two trackers are hoisting the German guy up by his

arms and legs. Another is giving his wife a push on her butt,

helping her climb up over a boulder. I get a butt push too,

here and there, and I am grateful for the help. After a total hip

replacement a year ago (almost to the day), I don’t have the

same strength and extension on my right leg as I do on my

left. I keep thinking that this is probably not what my ortho-

pedist had in mind when he said I could do anything other

than jog. 

I start to get discouraged. This is too hard, and it is taking

too long. We’ve been hiking for three hours, and the sun has

come up. I’m not as invested in seeing the gorillas as I am in

getting down the mountain without dislocating my hip socket. 

I clamber up to Françoise, who is smiling. This is bad, but

not so bad. Usually the gorillas are right there—only a 30-

minute climb from the main road. He thinks it’s funny. If I were

he, responsible for eight over-50 foreigners, I’d be in a panic. I

suggest that it would be okay if we didn’t see the gorillas. The

walk has been interesting, and the weather is lovely. We could

come back another time. Anyway, I confide, I am a little afraid

of the gorillas—of all big animals, really—and I am not sure

how I feel about snakes. Françoise thinks I am joking, and he

doubles over with laughter. “No one could come this far and

go down without seeing the gorillas. Don’t worry. I always see

the gorillas. They look for me.” 

Just then we smell something terrible. Gorilla dung. Fresh

gorilla dung. They have been here in the last hour or so. We

keep climbing in an ascending spiral. 

After four hours, after being hauled, pushed, and perched

precariously more times than I am willing to count, we get to

the top. At last, a horizontal surface where we can take three

steps in a row without fear. We look over to a grove of vines

and trees about 100 yards from where we are standing, and

there are the gorillas munching away. They are big, bigger than

I’d expected. Françoise & Co. give us the basic rules: no flash

pictures, no food, no water. If you sneeze, cover your mouth

and nose. The gorillas are highly susceptible to human dis-

eases. As a group we approach the gorillas; we are 10 feet

away, and we count all nine members of the family. Most of

the gorillas are busy eating, stripping leaves from vines and

chewing. They look at us, mildly interested. 

The chief, Guhonda, is sitting by himself in the middle of

some trees. It’s obvious that he’s the chief. He has the broad

silver streak down his back that is the mark of an adult male

mountain gorilla. Guhonda is perhaps seven feet tall and

weighs 600 pounds. His head is at least two feet long, and his

chest—the only part of his body that is not covered in long,

black hair—is a wide as a jeep. Françoise estimates that

Guhonda is in his late 30s now. He’s clearly in charge; all

defer to him, circling around him but not approaching too

close, as if they are giving him space. He might as well be

sitting on a throne. Except for the fact that, occasionally, he

does scratch his private parts and roll over to scratch his

back on the ground. Guhonda communicates with the other

gorillas—male and female—with grunts and a sort of throaty

hoot. Françoise can imitate him perfectly. They converse. We

take our pictures and move even closer. 

It’s amazing. We are six feet from most of the other goril-

las. The females and the children have finished eating, and the

moms are settling down for a snooze. Two kids are wrestling

for fun, rolling over and over, pinning each other down, and

trying out handholds. So cute and so close. I have to reload

my camera. Suddenly I notice that I am the only one standing.

Everyone else is down on the ground, at my feet. Focused on

threading the leader of the film into the take-up spool, I’ve not

been paying attention to anyone or anything else. 

Out of the corner of my eye, I see a big black blur. It’s

filling my entire peripheral vision the way standing in front of

a refrigerator blocks out the rest of the world. It’s the chief

(I guess), and he is charging at me. With his left hand (paw?),

he clips me on the shoulder. With his right hand he grabs the

back of my shirt and drags me down. Ohmigod. Just like Fay

Wray. I am being carried off by a gorilla. In the split second of

panic, my first thought is how angry my mom will be at my

friend Linda if I get killed or maimed by a gorilla. A surprisingly

childish reaction to my imminent death by dragging. But I

don’t die. I am simply shoved down to the ground. And

Guhonda continues on his way. My erect posture as the chief

approached must have been read as an appalling lack of

etiquette. I am quite fine. I haven’t even dropped the camera,

and the two halves of the plastic film

canister are still in my hand. My heart

is pounding. 

The guides and trackers get up

instantly. They assure me that the

chief, a total vegetarian, would never

have hurt me. “He was just playing

with you,” Françoise says. When I

stand up a few minutes later, Mindy

notices a huge, black hand print on

the back of my white shirt. But the

dramatic moment is over. I am okay,

and I finish loading the camera.

Guhonda is now resting with his kids.

When they bother him, he reaches

over and swats them, just like any

suburban father whose kids are

disturbing his afternoon nap. He

is looking at me, but without any

special intent. I was in his way, and it’s his jungle. 

Our descent is a lot easier than the ascent, and it only

takes 45 minutes over relatively solid terrain. It starts to rain

when we are about 15 minutes from the base. It feels good even

though it turns the road into red mud. I am tired but energized.

A story to tell. How once upon a time, when I was in the moun-

tains of Rwanda, I was grabbed by a gorilla named Guhonda. 

Louisa Kasdon Sidell ’72 is a freelance journalist based

in Cambridge, Mass. She is currently working on a book

about the women of Rwanda. 
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